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Trust:
it’s in our name



“The best way to find out if you 
can trust somebody is to trust 
them.”

-
Hemingway
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“Help consumers make better 
choices & help great 
companies improve and win”

+15,000,000 consumer reviews
of +120,000 companies



Founded 
2007

helping a danish mother shop 
safely online 



500+ employees 
Offices in:
Copenhagen
NY
London
Berlin
Melbourne...



Fun & Challenging place to be





How do we build trust 
into our product?



culture  



freedom + 
responsibility



Respect - trust  the 
people you hire to 
do the job well 



collaboration



It smells 
like 
Team 
Spirit!



Data analyst

UX research

Interaction/UI design

Product Manager
Back end Engineering

Front end Engineering

Product Specialist

Delivery Manager

Deliver valuable products



Figuring out the 
right product to 
build

Building the product 
right





case study



How do you put trust in a box?



Goal
Increase adoption and plant the seeds 
for long-lasting  trust across the web



Figure out how + 
where to draw the line 
between a design 
that’s desirable for 
companies

...and a design that 
is trustworthy for 
consumers

Challenge





Some of our most 
popular 
TrustBoxes



Elements





“...customer service 
was amazing, very 
friendly!” 



9.5/10 based on 3,000 reviews  





User validation 
and iteration



We talked to 
prospects, existing 
customers and 
consumers.





Feedback

“
“



“ [putting a widget on my site]... It needs to be 
worthwhile enough to make it a project.  



“ The logo is too big.  



“ Oh, I didn’t see it. 



“It shouldn’t look like advertising, it needs 
to be explicitly impartial feedback. 



“ It’s essential to get new reviews. 



“ It wouldn’t put a widget on my site, 
if I didn’t have any reviews. I’d want 
at least 10 reviews before I’d use a 
widget.



Synthesis



What did we learn?
sovereign territory 

limited space

speed

brand reinforcement

star power

words



So what’s the winning design?



Meet the TrustBox Starter



A simple, taster TrustBox 
which promotes Trustpilot 
reviews in a format 
customers are still willing 
to place on their site, while 
giving consumers at a 
glance info.



Meet the TrustBox Review 
Collector



A basic TrustBox, which 
helps companies collect 
more reviews.



Next  
live tests to asses adoption rates  

+ analyse actual usage



Key things to remember when you do 
research



It’s all about your users. 
Go talk to them!



Make research a team effort to inspire 
iteration and innovation.



Iterate. You have to make a lot of bad 
stuff to get to the good stuff.



Socialize your work. Plaster the walls.



The End

p.s. we’re hiring!!!!
jobs.trustpilot.com


